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i Релятивистская матрица плотности в диагональном
импульсном представлении. Ферми-газ

В рамках квантовой теории поля получена релятивистски-инва-
1 риантная формулировка теории идеального ферми-газа. Найдены
1
 средние числа заполнения и корреляционные функции для стати-

стических систем в произвольных инерциальных системах от-
счета на поверхностях постоянного времени. Отмечены эффекты
анизотропии в поведении таких систем. Для получения термоди--
намических характеристик движущихся как целое ферми-гаэов
развит метод статистической суммы.

A.H.Makhlin, Yu.M.Sinyukov

Relativiatic Density Matrix in the Diagonal

Momentum Representation. Fermi-Gas

The relativist ically invariant theory of ideal Fermi-gas

is built in the framework of the quantum field theory. The

average occupation numbers and correlation, functions of

statistical systems are found on the equal-time suriaces

• of arbitrary inertia! frames. The effects of anisotropy

in their behavior are pointed out. The partition function

method is developed to calculate the thermodynamic quanti-

ties of Fermi-gases moving as a whole.
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1. The relativistically invariant approach to the theory

of ideal ferml-gaa has been proposed in Ref.[i]. Its es-

sence consists in the equivalent description of the statis-

tical system in any iaertial (t,x)-frame at the equal-time

surface ZI^ :t«conste The main feature of this approach is

the account for the gas Interaction with external bodies

(e.g. a box), which guarantee the gas equilibrium. The non-

closedness of statistical system was simulated by mean/3

of specific boundary conditions for the solutions of Dirac

equation providing the absence of particles flow out of

the system volume. It manifests itself through the energy

anci. momentum flows on the system boundary. So the Lorentz-

invariant division of the additive physical quantities into

the parts contributed by the gas and external bodies (the

box) appears to be impossible while the system is described

on the equal-time surface 2_ + of the arbitrary inertial

frame. This results in the absence of due tensor dimension

for some thermodynamic averages of the gas, e.g. the energy

and the momentum, and on the other hand, manifests itself

through the anisotropy of the gas statistical propertiesfi.2]
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The relativistically invariant formulation of the Bose-

gas theory based on the covariant generalization of perio-

dic boundary conditions was obtained in Ref.[3], This forma-

lism appeared to be technically easier than in the theory

based on the "impenetrable" walls assumption I"41 . It gives

a consistent description of the correlations, convenient

for physical applications.

Here we generalize the proposed earlier formalism [3I

for the case of. fermion systems.

The substance of the method is as follows.A considera-

tion i3 made of the quantum Fermi-field theory in the finite

volume V with the covariant boundary conditions coinciding

in the rest frame of the gas with the periodic conditions

in the space directions. The eigenfunctions of momentum and

spin (or helicity) are taken as the basic set. This set is

orthonormalized by means of a scalar product covariantly

defined on the hypersurface which in the rest frame is the

equal-time surface. In such a way we fix the invariant

state space of the system. In the present (momentum) rep-

resentation the density matrix is invariant.This allows one

to perform the statistical averaging of local quantities

in any inertial frame. These being integrated over the vo-

lume occupied by the Fermi-gas in any (trx)-frame, present

the thermodynamical and statistical quantities of the gas

as a whole on the surface S ^ o£ this frame. The nonclosed-

ness of thermodynamcial system is exhibited through the non-

trivial transformation properties of statistical quantities

and arises from the distinction between £< hyperplanes

of different frames.

2. Wa start from the well-known operator charge-symmetric

density of free fermion Lagrangian

I I V 1 *—- **+- f v/ Л i У • ГЧ 1л,«\ I T f V \ •+-
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and the locally conserved fermion current

and the energy-momentum density:

(3)

T
 f
\») = о,

where Tf stands for the summation over spinor indices. Ope-

rators of other observables are built in a similiar manner.

Equations (i)-(3) exe only the definitions of operators and

equations for them. They turn to be manifestly covariant

and are defined in any inertial frame. In order to find the

physical quantities the Hilbert state space should be given.

Since we deal with the complete statistical description of

the system (including the development of the partition func-

tion method) it is necessary to introduce the normalization

volume V and suppose all the system to be inside of it.

A certain boundary condition should be applied at the vo-

lume boundary in order to give rise to the discrete spect-

rum of Dirac equation solutions.

Following [з] we choose the periodic boundary conditions.

Being explicitly written in a covariant form they read as

follows

(4)

where three space-like 4-vectors £=>(*') define the directions
of periodicity in Uinkowski spaoe and &i are the periods
in these directions. In a rest frame of rectangular box of
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 containing the field the vec

tors £,ri) aPPe&r to be parallel to the edges of a box:

£ C O = ( O J , 0 , 0 ) ; | < w = ( 0 , 0 , i . o ) ;

Here and further on the asteriks marks the quantities of the
rest frame of the gas.

The scalar product of the thecry is covariantly defined
by

(5)

where the hyperplane £ , • is supported by the vectors Я»а)

£(г> » £>гг> • The integration (5) is restricted by the

world lines of the box walls.

The field equations, the boundary conditions (4) and

the scalar product (5) define a complete orthonormelized

set of one-particle wave functions. Their quantum numbers

are 4-momentum p̂ > and helicity (or the sign of spin pro-

jection onto seme direction) 6" . In the^rest frame the mo-

mentum p-? takes the following discrete set of values

In anj reference frame pJ •=. 1/

and
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In what follows we do not need explicit expressions of the

solutions, in our calculations we make use only of the scalar

bilinear forms such as

'8)

Г А

As the quantum numbers of fermion states p^ and с are

Lorentz-invariant the field operator expansion

gives rise to the secondary quantization in terms of inva-

riant annihilation and creation operators a,a
+
,b,b

+
 of

particles and antiparticles. They obey ordinary anticommu-

tation relations and determine the invariant Pock space:

The density matrix given in the invariant representation

should also be invariant. It is a matrix of statistical

operator which is naturally defined in the rest frame of a

gas

T is a temperature and M is a chemical potential

connected with the fermion charge of a gas. Operators H

and Q, are the total energy and charge of a gas in the vo-

lume "V"̂  at the rest frame.
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Making uae of Eqs. (2),(3) and (7) and extracting the diver

gent terms we >̂ et

(13)

м -
 >(Г l

'
tr i>a

~
 iitrJ

Here we have presented «lie particles energy in the rest frame

of a bo>; ia a ccvariant form p
o
* — p ц, where

1Л — ( 1L°
f
 гс

1

г
 о , О ) i

0
 *k-

e
 four-velocity of a box

in the laboratory frame. Statistical operator p given by

Eqs. (11) and (13) in invariant form defines the density mat-

rix in an arbitrary inerlial reference frame. So the thermo-

dyrjamical and statistical properties of the system at equal-

time surface in the arbitrary frame can be obtained by meana

of averaging the appropriate operators, presented in the

basis of atates (10) on the surface "2^^ «

The one who ia able to fix the tctel average aumber of

particles and antiparticles separately should introduce two

operators Q,̂ . and Q",/ and two chemical potentials л/
(
*
}

and M
 (
~
y
 . We shall resort to this occasionally ae to a

convenient trick.

3. The averages of local physical quantities in the en-

semble, described by a statistical operator (13) are calcula-

ted via the therraodynamical Wiclc theorem (aee Appendix).The

average of the current density has the form

(U)



and that of the two currents product reads as

1

- (15)

Here we have inoorporatad the temperature analogues of Wight-
man functions

Their explicit values are given in the Appendix,

In order to find tbts one-particle diatribution functions

in the momentum spaoe it is convenient to introduce the

Wigner repreaeatation fox
1
 the current density operator and,

consequently, for its average

where § = 1Г у,, , 9
foi
 * ̂ f

e

space-like 4-vectors of periodicity directions and fc, ̂  is

the unit time-like vector orthogonal to them: Cj^
v
 £>?„> H.^ - 0

The integration in Eq. (17) is performed with respect to va-

riables &(u) which are the projections of point-splitting

variables *ч on the directions £o») • This is connected

with the periodicity of the integrand Gd by the variables
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0ft) = %„ М>Ъу
 W i t h

 the periods 2 U,- . So to prevent

the divergences it is necessary to restrict the integration

domain by a periodicity cell. The inverse transformation

looks as follows

Z j
r
(*,

where %
1
^ - Щ.

1
^ к f - 3Tli/d^ . In the thermodynamic

limit of V^—> cx> the inverse transformation becomes

continuous:

as well as the very Wigner representation:

when it defines the density in phase spa.ce.

The total phase>-apace distributions such as (17) are

of no physical sense in quantum theory (e.g. they are not

positively defined in general). Only their coordinate or mo-

mentum subspaces are meaningful. So integrating the phase

space distribution (17) with respect to jc over a part of

a plane 'Z., , taoonst which ie cut off by the world lines

of a moving box boundaries one easily finds the total charge

of fermions with momentum k ?
 o n

 this surface:

\
(21)



L
 1 1

 ,* г

Here the 4-veotor K> f appears to lie on mass shell, kf = nv

and the spectrum of its allowed values coincides

with that of p
f :
 k ^ - i j r ^ / a

:
 i

In the therraodynamical limit of V —•> c*=> one cau

either pass to the continuous momentum description in Eq.(2i)

or start from the definition (20) of Wigner function. Then

The expl ici t form of (Yt /±a given i a the Appandix.
Distributions (21),(22) are represented by the averages

of ал operator Q,(fe, *L±} standing for the t o t a l charge
of fermione with the momentum к on the hyperplane T,^ .
I t i s defined through the polnt-spli t ted current density
operator as

(23)

The charge correlations in momentum space can now be defined-
Making use of Sqs. (15) and (23) we get

4.4.2^) = <Q(4. tA a(% ,?:,)>-

(24)

While calculating the correlator in the moving frame it is
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essontial to account for the diagonal elements of the charge

operator (23) which do not contribute to the one-particle

distribution funotion. In terms of discrete momenta the

final result is as follows

(25)
L < ^ t + > ( k i u ) > < i - n!+'(к

According to (21) and (25) the average occupation numbars and

their correlations are not invariant. Thus, the correlations

increase when the particles momenta are directed along the

system motion and decrease for the backward direotion. This

anisotropy arises from the non-closedness of the system. But

the total number of particles (and the total charge) are

surely invariant

С

In terms of continuous momenta the expression (25) transforms

to the correlator of densities:

(26)

This correlator is contributed by the two items, each

related to particles or antlparticles separately. Starting

from the initial expression (15) one can obtain another type

of correlator, namely
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It is the direct Fourier transformation of the charge density

correlator in the coordinate space, which depends only upon

the difference (x-y). It has nothing in common with the mo-

mentum correlation functions of the first type. Indeed, the

calculations which, for simplicity, are performed in the

continuous limit, in the long run, give

(27)

In fact the Jx» ( ̂  ) is an imaginary part of fermion

loop multiplied Ъу a thermal factor. Contrary to the first-

type correlator it contains only the crossing particles-anti-

particles terms. It is the obvious difference.Prom the physi-

cal point of view the correlation o£ the first type mani-
fests itself in the experiments on the direct measuring of
the momenta of particles, constituting the gas. The second-type
correlators are usually measured in experiments on particles
scattering in the media. If the particles interaction with
the media is sensitive to the fermion charge density, the
angular and spectral distribution of the scattered particles
do carry the information about the function R (к).The high
order correlation measurements are also possible in this ap-
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proach [7] .
The thermodynamic average of energy-momentum tensor

оan be calculated in an arbitrary inertial frame directly

from its definition (3)

(28)

u
0
 u,.

The rest components are zero-valued. The invariant quantities

are as follows:

4^

Г p« у *

„_ all the I I"
1
 become equal

between each other and the invariant pressure J ~ \\ s

(30)

The energy and momentum of the gas on the hyperplane Z.

are defined in a usual way. They do not have the due tensor

structure of a 4-vectcr (see [i,3^)i which arises from the
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imclosedneas of the equilibrium statistical system.

4. In order to have the opportunity of brief calculation

the ttoermodynamic quantities of ferrai-gas on the hypersurface

X^_ the partiticn function method should be given. Fol-

lowing the idea of papers [i], we can rewrite the invariant

partition function of the grand canonical ensemble in the

form of

(3D

where the fugacity "4 - в . The generating partition

function Z.(ft)is not the Lorentz-invariant quantity for the

arbitrary 4-vector £> . It coincides with the invariant par-
tition function only when 6 =• i b / T . The averages of the
fermi-gas energy and momentum at the equal-time surface look
like

(32)

г т.

Jhe invariant pressure is defined as

Г7У1/"-*-

The average occupation numbers read as

э
з'Г (34)
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The average charge of particles with the momentum p
t
 is

(35)

and tha average total charge

O 6 )

The momentum correlations are calculated by the rule

j
,z^Q(p^^>

=
 Z.

(37)

The partition function method admits the invariant defini-

tion of the high order correlations, whioh is valid in any

inertial frame*

In the continuous limit the logarithm of partition

function is of the form

( 3 8 )

with p. = W./T , У; = % , V p = Г
1
.

Here Y ="V*/
//
lt° ie the Lorentz-contracted volume.

When the Eqs. (32)-(37) are used in the continuous limit

the following replacement should be performed: 2м~"*3о-
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Tha authors are indebted to G.M.Zinovjev for the

detailed and fruitful discueeion of the paper and the mom-

be re of High Energy Density Laboratory, Insitute for Theore

tical Physics, A.S.Ukr. SSR, for useful remarks.

APPEHDIX

The s t a t i s t i c a l averages of the two Pock operators
products a re defined by means of Eqs. (11) and (13) . These
are

(A. 1)

The rest averages are zero. Eqe. (A.1) allow one to calculate

the averages of the field operators products:

G4 (*,*') = -i

f ' \ — ' V f
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liaking use of (8) i t i e easy to transform Eqa. (A,2) to the
form:

е

(A. 4)

The function (J± — (x+ +~ G— ie of the explicit form

The Green
1
в temperature functions obtained serve as the basis

for calculating the distribution functions of any order.Acoor-

ding to Wick's thermodynamioal theorem the average of the pro-

duct of any (even) number of operators is equal to the sum

of products of all possible pairwise averages of these ope-

rators (taken with the multiplier (- 1) , where P is

the permutation number of operators).So the average of two

currents product has the form
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where the calculation of the last expression results directly

in the expression for the correlator (15) .
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